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Assignment 3: 
Colour
Introduction:

Assignment 3 will show my understanding of colour 
and should demonstrate that I can find and use colour 
in deliberate relationships.

Colour Harmony - Complementary Colours

This first set of photographs shows colour harmony by 
chosing complementary colours that face each other in 
the colour spectrum.

Red Green

‘Canoes’ In a ratio of 1:1, I used the two green canoes 
(which had red buoyancy aids in each) and balanced them 
up with the single red canoe. Thus, the colour ratio was 
achieved. 

Had this shot been taken in Summer, the trees would 
have been green and the shot would’ve failed. I used the 
bottom edge of the jetty as a base line and deliberately 
allowed the canoes to form an implied triangle. 



Canoes                   1/200th f11



Red Green 2

‘Ladybird’ 

As there are only three colour harmony options within 
the spectrum, I opted to show another red green photo-
graph, this time, using a different ratio. I feel this shot 
works as the ladybird is the main focus of the shot, even 
though it only commands a small proportion of it. 

As the bulk of the green is really quite uninteresting 
(apart from the thistle sprig!), I chose a lower aperture 
to leave the foilage out of focus.



Ladybird                1/160th f5.6



Blue orange

‘Scotch’

I chose to set this photograph up, sticking to the blue/
orange 2:1 ratio. Using a nice bright blue backcloth, I po-
sitioned the ‘scotch’ bottom left so that it was the focus 
of the photograph, and the first thing the eye is drawn 
to. The background, after all, is just that and is there to 
just harmonise with the orange scotch.

I also lit the slug to give the object some depth and 
slightly sharpened the whole image to bring out the tex-



Scotch                         1/2 f11



Yellow Violet

‘Lids’ 

Once again, I chose a still life for this shot and stuck 
to the 1:3 ratio. My aim was to create an abstract feel 
here, using a black background to accentuate the 
vibrant colours of the yellow and violet. I deliberately 
positioned the smaller yellow above the violet to give 
the shot some balance.



Lids
         
0.4 f11



Colour Harmony - Similar Colours

My second set of photographs uses colours that are 
next to each other in the colour spectrum. These can be 
warm or cool colours.

Blue Green

‘Ducks’ 

Always difficult to work with animals, but these chaps 
were very kind and gave me an upside-down implied tri-
angle. I have tried to use the greenish duck on the far 
left and the grass she is standing on to sit against the 
blue water of the lake. I particularly like the inquisitive 
expression of the duck in the foreground, which stared 
straight down my lens!

I opened up the aperture to knock back the background. 



Ducks                  1/200th f5.6



Blue Violet

‘Feetache’

This is a home-studio shot. I wanted to create a mood 
shot implying that the woman had just completed a hard 
day and was relieved to rest her aching feet by removing 
her shoes. I lit the shoes with a small halogen light to 
obtain the sparkle effect of the jewelled shoes, opened 
up the aperture so the model’s legs were out of focus 
and shot it on a violet background.

I positioned both the model and the shoes to obtain two 
implied triangles.. The best contrast for the blue and 
violet is apparent just above the shoes.



Feetache                                                        1/25 f5



Red Violet

‘Hat’

Another home studio shot using model, Owen. I wanted 
to convey subtle red - violet tones with this photograph 
and incorporated pink too. Owen was lit from the front 
and left side with a couple of soft boxes.

I like the way the colour of his lips match the overall 
colour mood of the shot.

The composition of the shot is self explanatory and I 
don’t feel that a sketch could illustrate anything more 
about this photograph.

This could also be a Red Orange shot if you consider 
the tones of Owen’s skin.

Hat                                                               1/40th f8



Green Yellow

‘Dandilions’ 

What a great colour combination and so very obvi-
ous! I find yellow and green very pleasing to the eye 
and chose this shot because of it. I deliberately shot this 
from overhead to bring some depth to the photograph, 
as in the stalks disappearing into infinity as you look 
down them.

Dandilions                                               1/400th f7.1



Colour Contrast

Colours which are spaced 1/3 way around the spectrum 
which may clash, but nonetheless can create an eye-
catching image are the subject of my third set of photo-
graphs.

Orange Green

‘Windows’ 

I came across this shabbily erected workman’s plas-
tic barrier and it looked to me like a grid of windows, 
through which the green grass could be seen. I toyed 
with the idea of cropping the water out, but decided 
against it as i felt the water balanced the shot, so giving 
it two horizontal halves.

I love the brightness of the orange against the lush 
green.



Windows                           1/60th f11



Red Yellow

‘jumpers’ 

Spotted these two women wearing red and yellow jump-
ers and just had to have this shot for this assignment. 
I was even more pleased as the shot featured three im-
plied triangles.



Jumpers                           1/25th f11



Red Blue

‘‘Gems’’ 

Itreated this shot a little differently as I really wanted 
to bring out the texture of the materials. Using a macro 
lens I bracket the shot 3 times (1/2 stop apart). I then 
created an HDR image. I tried to represent blue and red 
in equal proportions (see Sketch).



Gems                           Bracketed f5.6



Yellow Blue

‘‘Allotment’’ 

Set among the otherwise drab and relatively colour-
less background of this allotment, I noticed the bright 
yellow shed which I felt contrasted nicely with the two 
blue water butts.

I held my camera at a slight angle to get a ramshackled 
feel to the shot.



Allotment                                1/125th f11



Colour Accent 1

Colours which feature smaller than the background 
they’re shot against.

‘Postbox’ 

I came across this postbox which sat in a wonderfully 
textured wall. I like the way it jumps out of the back-
ground and dominates the photograph, even though the 
patterns on the wall are very interesting and made of of 
many verticlas and horizontals.



Postbox                                   1/250/th f16



Colour Accent 2

‘Jib’ 

Luckily, I had a clear, bright blue sky to shoot this jib 
against. It jutted out into the sky from an old mill.

I don’t feel that a sketch is necessary here.



Jib                                           1/320/th f16



Colour Accent 3

‘Leaf’ 

Set against the myriad of twigs in this hedge, I saw this 
bright green lone leaf. I thought it was bright enough to 
stand out from the rusty reds of the background.



Leaf                                             1/80/th f16



Colour Accent 

‘Stable’ 

I thought this dilapidated red stable stood out nicely 
against the green field in this landscape shot. I toyed 
with the idea of cropping this shot a little tighter to 
lose the sky but, on reflection, decided against it. The 
reason was the fact that I liked the way the greens 
appear to fade gradually into the blues of the sky.



Stable                                           1/200/th f20




